Release and Consensus - 6+6 ISOLE brevet Randonnée
The undersigned, Last name __________________________________________ First name _________________________________________

city of________________________________date of birth ____________

nation ______________________________________________

Phone number _________________________________________________
REGULAR PARTICIPANT to the cycling event randonnèe 6+6 ISOLE brevet of 1200 km, organized in CAGLIARI by
BIKERANDO and starting on 24 April 2019,
aware of legal consequences under criminal law which may arise in case of false declarations, under his/her own responsibility
here declares:
-

being aware the event 6+6 Isole is a non-competitive test of resistance and remarkable psychophysical effort;
being in excellent physical condition and with no manifest contraindication to his/her participation into the randonnèe
cycling event in complete body shape and;
being aware that atmospheric conditions could be hostile (wind, rain, hail, lightning, cold temperatures, etc.);
being in possess of a sport medical certificate in accordance with Ministerial Decree 18/02/1982 and / or DM 28/02/1983
issued by a Sports Doctor valid for the current year, valid for the cycling and exonerating organizers from any liability both
civil and criminal;
having read and taken note of the route, climbs, highly demanding stages and time limit for each check point;
being aware of traffic rules in the Italian Road Code and to agree on respecting them fully avoiding any violation;
not to make use of doping or any substance which may alter his/her performance or endanger his/herself and others;
being aware of 6+6 Isole rules, delivered on printed material and published on the website www.6p6.bike, and to accept
them fully with no reservations.

-

-

TAKES NOTE AND ACCEPTS UNCONDITIONALLY THE FOLLOWING POINTS:
-that the route is marked, as much as possible, in correspondence of the main crossroads and may be identified through the use of the road book and the gpx
track downloaded from the website;
-that 6+6 Isole is not a competitive race, but an autonomous personal unclassified ride;
-that cyclists ride at their own risk and are to be considered on personal excursion with no additional right over other users of the road;
-that every cyclist is solely responsible for his/her own behavior contrary or in violation to the rules of the Italian Road Code;
-that there is no medical and mechanical service provided by the organizers of the Brevet, there is no recovery service for withdrawn cyclists, there is no obligation
for organizers to search and recovery participants along the route;
-that cyclists commit themselves to inform the organizers of their potential withdrawal by calling the phone number on their travel documents;
-that there is no obligation for organizers to oversee roads where cyclists participating in the brevet ride;
-that organizers are not a professional organizing body, but act only for recreational and non-financial purposes (1174 Italian Civil Code), therefore participation in the randonnèe cycling brevet is always a free choice for recreational purposes, in any case not for patrimonial purposes. It therefore follows that the abovementioned organizer sport association is deprived, and in any case relieved, of any responsibility related to the randonnèe. It is also relieved of any responsibility
regarding misfortunes occurred to cyclists during the randonnèe (such as: accidents, loss of track, injuries, robbery, etc.);
t-hat for spirit of hospitality and courtesy without the requisites ex art 1174 and ss Cod.civ. the aforementioned organizers offer some refreshments to participants,
subject to voluntary contribution, which cyclists paid at time of registration;
-that, therefore, the cyclist taking part in the randonnèe renounces to take any legal action against the organizers in any way, recognizing that it is a nonprofessional association that acts for recreational purposes without the requisites ex art. 1174 Cod.civ.

during the randonnèe cycling Brevet the undersigned COMMITS his/herself to:
-

scrupulously complying with the rules of the Italian Road Code;
wearing an homologated helmet and being equipped with an anti-puncture kit, a rainproof cloak and a survival cloth;
not forming large groups such as to prevent regular traffic but rather facilitate it;
using a white front light and a rear red light, well fastened on the bicycle and bright enough for when natural light is not sufficient;
wearing the reflective bands and eventual lights when natural light is not sufficient;
maintaining a respectful and correct behavior towards other participants and the staff in various checkpoints.

The Randonnée Brevet Homologation is subject to the full acceptance of the above statements and the 6+6 Isole Rules without reservation.

Signature for acceptance (legible) ______________________________________
Informativa ai sensi del D.Lgs. 196/2003 “Code regarding the protection of personal data”

The undersigned grants his consent to the use of his personal data by the organizing company for purposes related or instrumental to the activity. The organizing company keeps
your data on computer media and will be treated in full compliance with security measures to protect your privacy. As required by law at any time I can write to the data controller
c / o the organizing company and get free update or deletion of data.

Signature for acceptance (legible) ___________________________________________________

Consent to processing for the purposes and with the methods indicated in the information pursuant to Legislative Decree no. 196/2003 "Code regarding the
protection of personal data" With my explicit consent I allow the organizing company to contact me, perform statistical and market research. In addition, my
data may be provided with my explicit consent for statistical analysis, and market research to other independent data controllers, whose updated list can be
consulted at the data controller. I authorize you to process my data to: receive information by post, telephone, e-mail, text message, mms, perform statistical
analysis by the organizing company.

Signature for acceptance (legible) ___________________________________________________

